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The objective of this investigation was to evaluate three different battery
analytical ::odels for predicting electric vehicle battery output and the corre-
sponding electric vehicle range for various driving cycles as described by
SAE-J227a. The approach consisted of using the models to predict output and
range, then comparing the results with experimentally determined values. The
latter were determined by laboratory tests on batteries, using discharge cycles
identical to those encountered by an actual electric vehicle while on the SAE
cycles. Results indicated that the so-called Modified Hoxie Model gave the best I
predictions with an accuracy of about 97-98% in most cases and 86% in the worst I "
case. Solution of this model required lengthy iteratlve calculations that were 4
carried out with a computer. The program that was written to perform these cal-
culatlons is included in this report. Also described are the program and nard-
ware that were used to automatically discharge the battery in accord with the
S current profiles corresponding to the SAE driving cycles. Future efforts are
recommended using these models to predict the effect of battery type on range of
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: Public i_aw 94-4i3, the Electric and Hybrid Research, Development, and
Demonstration Act of 1976, authorizes a broad program designed to promote electric i
and hybrid vehicle technologies and to demonstrate the commercial feasibility of I
these systems. Activities under the Act will require a great dea] of road test- i_
ing of existing and advanced vehicles. This testing is quite time consuming and 1
" costly due to the need for a) development and integratlon of complex instrumenta- I_
tion systems, b) transportation of vehicles to and from test tracks, c) track I:
costs, d) per diem costs, e) lengthy test procedures which must often be repeated I
due to weather conditions, f) computer time for processing data, and g) appreci- I_
able amounts of engineering labor for data reduction and analysis. Throughout { _
" the course of the Act the road tests aloae could amount to several hundreds of
: thousands of dollars or even millions of dollars depending upon the required
number of tests.
One method for sharply reducing the time and cost of such tests is Ly devel-
opment and use of analytical vehicle models. Once these model_ are developed,
it is possible to carry out computer simulation runs and determine all the infor-
mation that could be obtained in a road test, i.e., range, energy economy,
acceleration capability, gradab%lity, component and overall vehicle efficiency,
etc. The runs can be carried out at a fraction of the cost of the road tests.
Successful development of a vehicle model requires detailed kn_ledge and
analytical models of the vehicle's powertrain components including charger,
battery, controller, motor, attd gear train.
The scope of this investigation was limited to study of one of the above
compottents, the battery. The objective was to test the relative accuracies of i
three previously proposed battery models in predicting battery performance. In
particular it was desired to establish which of the three models gave the best
prediction of electric vehicle battery output and corresponding electric vehicle
: renge when subjected to selected driving patterns. The models of concern are _
(i) (2) ,_





and c) Modified Hoxie Model. _3j The driving patterns of concern are Schedules B,
(4)









Approach to the problem consisted of both analytical and experimental
investigations on an ESB EV-]06 lead-acid battery. The analytical effort con-
sisted of truing the models to predict battery output when subjected to discharge
regimes associated with the SAE driving cycles. The calculated outputs were then
used to predict vehicle range in the manner described below. The experimental
effort consisted of laboratory tests on the battery to determine actual outputs
i whel. subjected to the identical regimes as above. The measured outputs were
then used to calculate range in the manner described below. A comparison was
!
then made of actual and analytically predicted output to te,,,taccuracy of the
models.
A. ANALYTICAL
Theoretical prediction of range for each of the models was carried out in
the fol1_ing manner. First, a current-tlme profile curve was obtaine@ for each
of the driving cycles. These profile curves were taken from prior road tests on
_' the experimental Ripp-Electric vehicle (described in Section IV). Next, the cur-
," rent values from these profile curves were inserted into the ;,,_dels (with EV-106
on.qtants) which were then solved to yield the number of driving cycles an
EV-I06 battery could complete to a defined end point. The range per cycle was
then computed from the known velocity profile associated with the cycle. Finally,
the total predicted range was taken as the produc$ of number of cycles and range
in kilometers (miles) per cycle.
: B . I]XPERi MENTAL
Experimental determination of range was carried out in the following manner.
First, the same current-time profiles as above were taken for each of the driving
cycles. Next, a computer program was written to have JPL's Automatic Charge-
Discharge Controller and Data Processing System operate hardware (power supply and
load) to discharg = an EV-I06 battery in accord with the given c,trrent-tlme profile.
Then the test was performed to determine the number of cycles to a defined cutoff
point. Finally, the range was computed in the same r;.mner as above, I.e., product





: DESCRIPTION OF MODELS
A. FRACTIONAL UTILIZATION MODEL
The Fractional Utilization Model was examined for its range prediction
capability in a recent study by the General Research Co. _Ip The model is based
f _
i on the assumption that during each increment of time.,At, a portion of the
; battery weight is depleted. As employed here, the term "depleted" means the
expenditure of a given amount of discharge energy. This does not imply that the
"i
purtion of the batter," weight is permanently lost, as it can be subsequently
recharsed to supply additional energy. The portion depleted is:
P. At
3
AWB = m (Pj/WB) (i)
whe re
AWB = portion of battery depleted during At, kg (ibs)
P. = battery power required during the jth interval, watts (product
J
of average voltage and known current)
At = time of Jth interval, hrs
E(Pj/WB) = specific _n_rgy density, watt-hrs/kg (watt-hrs/ib), which
corresponds to the power density, Pj/WB, watts/Ib (this may be
obtained from the manufacturer's plot of energy density vs.
power density, or"may be obtained experimentally).
The current profile during each driving cycle is approximated by a series
of constant current steps, and the weight of the battery consumed during each
step is computed by Eq. i. The individual weights are then summed =o give the
total weight consumed per cycle. The _umber of cycles is obtained by dividing
the total battery weight by the weight consumed per cycle. The range is taken
as product of number of cycles and kilometers (miles) per cycle as above. The








:_ The Shepherd Model was developed several years ago to characterize battery
discharge data, It has, however, only recently been considered for _e in elec-
tric vehicle applicatlons, The model gives the relationship between battery
; voltages and current in accord wlth the following equation; _-
r
where
E = battery operating voltage, volts
!
_- i = current, amps ,
= time, hrs
%
: Es ffiexperimentally determined constant that corresponds Lo reference "
voltage, volts
N - e.<perlmentally determined constant that corresponds co internal i
resistance, ohms
K ffiexperimentally determined constant that corresponds to polarization :
resls tance, ohms
_, Q = experimentally determined constant that co_responds to battery
capacity, amp-h rs,
Values o£ tb: conatants Es, q, K, and 0 .-anbe obtained either by the method , .
given by Shepherd (z) or by Taylor and Siwek. (3) In this investigation, the %_
constants were determined by the latter method, employing constant current dis-
charge data supplied by ESB, (5)
2 The model is used to predict rangt in the following manner. _irst, the ! _:
battery is assumed to be completely discharged when its terminal voltage reaches _ '
1977025649-012
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3.00 volts at the highest discharge current. On this basis, we substitute the
value of 3._)_)volts for "E" in Eqa. 2. Next, the curren_ profile during a
driving cycle is approximated by a series of constant current steps as above.
' The produtt "it" is computed for each step and theu su.umed for the cy, Te. The
hiphesL value of current frem the above steps is then substituted for the value
of "i" in Eqa. 2. The number of cycles "n" that the battery can deliver is theu
determined by substituting the above values in Eqn. 2 and solving for "n"
3.00 = Es Nimax - Q-hi{ max
flange is taken as the product of number of cycles and kilometers (miles) per
cycle is above. The computational process is quite simple and can be carried out
by means of a ban| calculator.
C. M_DIFIED HOXIE 51)DEL
The original Hoxie 5bdel (6)-- was used to calculate the number of positive
plates required for a battery to m_zet a specified load profile, such as given in
Fig. I. The model required discharge data in the form of time to cutoff at a
i specified voltage vers_ discharge rate. The required number of plates wa_
: determitled by the following equation
A 1 A 2 - AI A 3 - A 2 A n - An_ 1
_l R2 + " ' F'. (4)I' = + + R3 n
wh c.1c
P = number of plates required
AI, A2, A3... - amperes for periods I, 2, 3 etc
TI, T2, T3... = time in hrs as indlcat,,d in Fig. 1
RI, R2, R3... = amperes per positive plate for tire:. "2' and T3,...
respectively (these currents are t ;i,, room the time to







_ A = CURRENT,AMPS j









Figure i. Typical Load Profile for Original Hoxle Model
A unique feature of the Hoxle M_del is that it allows for capacity recupera-
tion effects during periods of low current and open circular as will subsequently
be shown.
Another application of the Hoxle Model is to solve for the output time at
known current and with a fixed number of plates. This requires an iteratlve
D
- computational process, as the time for complete discharge, TI, is unknown. One
must first assume a value of TI, calculate the su_mmtion in Eqn. 4, and then
compare the result with the selected number of plates. The process is repeated
_, until the summation equals the selected number of plates.
! <
; This latter approach has served as a basis for developn_nt of the so-called
Modified Hoxle Model given by Taylor and Siwek. (3) The model is used to predict
the output of a single battery, rather tl_an a number of plates. The model
,, require_ dl¢charge data (as above) that relates time to cutoff and discharge
rate. Thli discharge data can be expressed analytically in terms of the S_:epherd _,





AE t + Q(N + K) /(AEt + N_Q+ KQ) 2 _Q__E.i - c + _ (5)
• 2N t _ Ntc 4N2 t 2 cc
whe re,
_ i = current, amps
•_ t = time to cutoff to a given voltage, hrs _c
,'_ AE = Es - Ec, volts (Es is a Shepherd constant and Ec is cutoff voltage, :
J- 3.00 volts in the case of EV-I06 batteries)
I 1
Q = Shepherd constant as above _ :
N = Shepherd constant as above
K = Shepherd constant as above
._.
The model states that the battery is completely discharged when the sum of
the terms on the right-hand side of the following equation equals one: _ !
-
A1 A2 - A1 A3 - A 2 An - An_ 1





1 = one complete battery | _!:
AI, A2, A 3 ... - amperes tot periods i, 2, 3 etc it, Fig. 2 i
tl, t2, t3 ... - tlme in hrs as indicated in Fig. 2 i1
R(tl) , R(t2) = amperes per battery for times tl, t2, t3 ... respectively !




-_ : A = CURRENT,AMPS
• t = TIME/HRS
=.
li. I t
3 I I n-1
; / 2 I II
:_ i I I ,,
i I I _,_._ tn
'A I I i
_- I I L.. tn_l____ _




Figure 2. C,et_eralized Load Profile for Hodtfted Hox.e Hodel
: Eqn. 6 is solved by the iterative process described above, i.e., by assuming
#
a value of tI, computing the sum, and then repeating the process if the sum is
- greater or less than one.
Due to the lengtily calculations, it was necessary to set up a computer pro-
gram to solve Eqn. 6 for the total operating time and number of driving cycles.
A complete deacrlptlon of the program labeled Program "VCTIR" £s given in
' Appendix A-I. Input parameters are given as currents and times of the driving
cycle_ as well as values of the Shepherd constants. Output of the program Is
total operating time and number of driving cycles that the battery can deliver.
Range is again taken as product of number of driving cycles and kilometers (miles)
per cycle. It is well to point out that now that the program has been set up, it
can be used not onZy to predict the effect of type of driving cycle on range_ as
1977025649-016
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iq done herein, but also the effect of type of battery on range (Sy merely








_- DRIVI?_G CYCLES A_ CURRENT PROFILES
: A schematic of an SAE J227-a driving cyc1_ is given in Fig. 3. The cycle
. is broken down into five periods consisting of an acceleration period (ta), a
• cruise period (tcr), a coast period (t ), a crake period (tb), and an idle
_ CO
_ period (ti). Time and maximum speed attained during the acceleration period are
_r
specified in the SAE procedure. Time and speed of the cruise period are speci-
! d
fled In the procedure. Time of the coast period is specified in the procedure,
and speed at the end of th_s period is determined experimentally on the vehicle.
_i Time of the brake period and zero speed at the end of this period are specified
_ in the procedure. Time and zero speed during the idle period are also specified
in the procedure.i
Figures 4, 5, and 6 give the velocity profiles of the Ripp-Electrlc Vehicle
:: while on Driving Schedules "B", "C", and "D" of SAE-J227a. Maximum cruise speeds
for Schedules "B" "C" and "D" are noted to be 32.2, 43 _, and 72.4 km/hr (20,
,_' 30, and 45 mph) respectively. Total operating times on Schedules "B", "C", and "D"
are noted to be 72, 80, and 122 sec/cycle respectively. _istance traveled during
each cycle may be computed by taking the sum of the product of average speed and
indicated times during each segment of the cycle. For Schedules "B", "C", and "D"
the computed _Istances are 0.3377, 0.5389, and 1.5451 km/cycle (0.2099, 0,3349,
"_ and 0.9603 miles/cycle) respectively.
; Road tests established how battery currents varied during the course of a
driving cycle. During acceleration, for example, the current was found to
increase in _n essentially linear manner with time. At the completion of the
: acccleratlon p_riod, the current dropped sharply to a lower level and maintained
this level .luring the cruise period. At the completion of _he cruise period,
the curr_:.._dropped slmrply to zero and maintained this value during the periods
of coast, brake, and Idle.
Figures 7, 8, and 9 give the current profiles experienced by the Ripp-Flectric
Vehicle battery during the course of vehicle operation on driving schedules "B",
"C", and "D" of SAE-J227a. Figure 7 gives ths profile for schedule "B". It is
noted th.reln that the peak current attained after 19 see of acceleration is
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• Figure 4. Velocity Profile of Rlpp-Electric Vehicle on &cAedule "B"
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Figure 7. Current Profile of Ripp-Electcic Vehicle
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Figure 8. Current Profile of Ri.pp-Eleetr-l.c Vehicle
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Figure 9. Current Proflle of Kipp-Electr£c Vehicle
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Figure 8 gives the profile for schedule "C'. It is noted therein that the peak
r
current attained after the 18 sec of acceleration is 216 amp and that the steady
; current during the 20 sec of cruise is 54.6 amp. Figure 9 gives the profile for
schedule "D". It is noted therein that the peak current attained after 28 sec
of acceleration is 375 amp and that the steady current during the 50 sec of
cruise is 88.7 amp.
Input data format for the models described herein requires constant current,
rather than linearly varying current with time. For this reason, the linearly
varying current ramp during acceleration is approximated by a series of step
_ currents as indicated in Figs. I0, Ii, and 12 for schedules "B", "C", and "D",
respectively. For schedule "B" in Fig. i0, the 19 sec acceleration ramp is
divided into two equal periods of 9.5 sec each. During the first 9.5 sec period
the current is specified as 25 amp or 1/4 of the peak current of i00 amp. During
the second 9.5 sec period the current is specified as 75 amp or 3/4 of the peak
?
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" Figure 10. Stepwise Current Approximation for Ripp-Electric
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Figure 12. Stepwise Current Approximatlon for Rlpp-Electric




case where the current increases linearly to I00 amp over a 19 sec period.
Similarly for schedule "C" in Fig. ii the 18 see acceleration ramp is divided into
: two 9 sec periods, during the firs= of which the current is 54 amp, and during
' the second of whlch the current is 162 amp. Similarly for schedule "D" in
Fig. 12, the 28 sec acceleration ramp is divided into two 14 sec periods, during
., the first of which the current is 94 amp, and during the second of which the









INPUT DATA FOR 51"_o,
Range prediction via each of the mo#els ._'ed the following input data
_ for cycl_ _.d EV-I06 parameters.
I
A. FRACTIONAL .. "Lt l _T!ON I_DDIfL
1 _ (i) Weight of ba!t_.ry _.28.4 kg , /.; Ibs)
o
(2) Average assumed discharge vo[¢age - 5,65 volts
(3) Step curcent profiles (as given in Figs i0 through 12)
i (4) Energy density vs. power density (from manufacturers' data given in
(5)
Fig. 13)
(5) Range per cycle = 0.3377 [_n/cyclc (0.2099 ml/cycle for schedule "B")
--0.5389 ks/cycle (0.3349 ml/cycle for schedule "C")
• = 1.5451 ks/cycle (0.9603 ml/cy¢le for schedule "D").
B. SHEPHEkD MDDEL
i (I) Ecutoff " 3.00 volts (this represents manuf_ turers' recommended
i cutoff; the value can, of course, be varied)
(2) Es - 6.15 volts
(3) Q = 170 amp-hr
(4) N - -0.0013 ohms
(5) K - 0.0038 ohms
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(7) Range per cycle = 0.3377 hmlcycle (0.2099 mllcvcle for schedule "B")
:: (J.bJ89 ks/cycle (0,3349 ml/cycle for schedule "C")
1.5J,51 km/,-ycle (0.9603 mi/cycle for schedule "D").
z
.: C. _IDDIFIED HOXIE _t)I)EL*
(i) E = 6.15 volts
(2) AE = E - E _"6.15 volts - 5.25 volts = 0.90 volts
: , s cutoff
,!
(3) Q = 170 amp-hr
: (4) N = -0.O013 ohms
(5) K = 0.0038 ohms
F
.: (6) Peak current at end of acc_te.'atlon ramp
i00 asps for schedule 'D"
2]6 amps for schedule "C"
375 asps for schedule "D"
(7) Time duration of acceleration ramp
19 sec for schedule "B"
, 18 sec for schedule "C"
29 sec for schedule "D":
i
(8) Number of steps in acceleration ramp
2 for schedules "B" "C" and "D"
(9) Current during cruise period
35.0 asps for schedule "B"
54.6 asps for schedule "C"
88.7 asps for echedule "D"
NOIE: A com_uter program designated "Program VCTIR" was set up to solve Eqn. 6
_ for a) time to cutoff, and b) number of cycles using the above or any other values





(i0) Time duration of cruise period
19 sec for schedule "B"
20 sec for schedule "C"
50 sec for schedule "D"
(ii) Time duration at open circuit (coast time + brake time + idle time) e,
34 eec for schedule "B"
42 sec for schedule "C" •
44 sec for schedule "D"
i
(12) Range per cycle ffi0.3377 km/cycle (0.2099 mi/cycle for schedule "B")
0.5389 kin/cycle (0.3349 mi/cycle for schedule "C")









DRIVING CYCLE LABORATORY SIIfULATION TESTS
I A computer program operating in a real-time operating system environment on
JPL's Automatic Charge-Discharge Controller and Data Processing System (ACDCDPS)
simulates various driving cycle current profiles according to SAE 227A require-
ments. Parameters input during the initial execution of this program predeter- i
mine the driving schedule that will De simulated and the voltage limit for ter-
mination of the test.
The program _ransmits data to a relay-output card and a resistance output
card, both located in an HP 6941B Multiprogrammer Extender (Digital Input/Output
Multiplexor Subsystem) within the ACDCDPS. The relay-output card operates a
400A contactor that controls the two states of the battery under test; discharge
or open circuit. The resistance output card controls the output current of a
resistance-programmable, constant current HP 6466C DC Power Supply through the
i! att_ ry _nd a diode load net_ork. An HP-supplied subrcutine is entered at several
locations in the program to suspend execution. The resulting delays in execution
. con rol the res stance card output a d relay output with respect to time.
An operator enters the time delays in units of lO-milliseconds and two
octal int-_gers that relate to the peak current during accelerati_ and constant
current during cruise, respectively. Then, an additional entry to display the
values entered, start the testing, or stop program execution entirely.
/
Batter/ voltage is measured (i) approximately 30 milliseconds before the
start of the _cce]ezation current profile, (2) approximately 30 milliseconds after
the peak current is reached at the end of the acceleratlo current ramp, and
(3) again approximately 30 milliseconds after the end of the constant current _
cruise period. 0
A diagram of the ADCDDPS, the test layout, and program listing, designated





The current profiles to which the EV-I06 battery was subjectad are given
in Fige. 7, 8, and 9 for schedules "B", "C", and "_' respectively.
The batteries were charged overnight at constant current until specific
gravities were in the range oi 1.29 to 1.30 at 90°F. Discharge was carried out













Table I gives a comparison of the analytically predicted driving cycles and
range witl_ the experimentally determined driving cycles and range as simulated in
the laboratory with an EV-I06 battery. The first column designates the type of i
predictive model and also _he experimental result. The next two columns give
both predicted and _ctual number of cycles ano cocr_sponding range when subjected
to the current profile of Schedule "B". The next two columns give both predict> _
and actual izumber of cycles and corresponding range when subJec=e,l to the current
profile of Schedule "C". The last two columns give both predicted and actual
number of cycles and corresponding range when subjected to the current Fmfile
of Schedule "D". Experimentally determined battery voltages during the course
of these tests are given in Appendix A-3.
Experimentally determined amp-hr outputs for Schedules "B", "C", and "Dr'
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_ SECTION VIII _ _
ISI/_IARY AI_ CONCLUSIONS
inspection of Table i indicates that the :lodifled lloxle model gives the
highest predicted range cad number of driving cycles. This result is explained i
by the fact tlmt this model takes into account batter', recuperative effects _
_ while the ether models do not take these effects into account. Further, i[ is
noted that the experimental results agree very favorably with those predicted by i
the Modified Hoxie model. For Schedules C and D, the model overestimates tim _ L_
range by 2% and 14%, respectively, and for Schedule B the model underestimates
range by 2%. The Slmpherd model predicts somewhat lower ranges than actual although i
the discrepancy is not too large (from 6 to 10% less depending on the Schedule). I
The Fractional Utilization model yields appreciably ]ower ranges than actual i




Based on the above, it appears that the _[odlfled l{oxie model may be used
with high degree of confidence in predicting vehicle range, Accuracy of the
model is 97 to 98% in most cases and 86% in the worst case.
Range prediction via the Modified lloxie model is quite simple and rapid once
the computer program has been written to solve the model's iterative calculations.
Required inputs are simply: a) maximum current at end of acceleration and dur- _
ing cruise, b) the specified times associated with the various segments of the
SAE J227a driving cycles, and ¢) the Shepherd constants for the battery of
interest. This input data has already been obtained In the case of the Ripp-
Electric vehicle with EV-106 batteries. The data may be obtained quite readily
for other vehicles and batteries by short-term tests on these vehicles and
batteries. Once the input _ata is entered, the computer solves for number "f %




) _ RECOM_IENDED FUTURE EFFORTSf
Having delrl_nstrated a high degree of accuracy of the Hodified ttoxie model,
i it can n_ be used in a nu_l_er of significant applications, One of these wolrLd Iinvolve range prediction for tile Ripp-Eleccric Vehicle on the _AE driving
! sc_edules with batteries other than the EV-IO6's. Amongst the ogher batteries ]
i to be examined are other types of lead-acid batteries as well as Ni-Zn, Ni-Fe,
: Zn-CI2, Zn-Br 2 Fe-Air, Na-S, and LiAI-,FeS batteries. Another application would I
: I involve range Fredictions for other electric vehtcles on the SAE driving _d_eduies
r _ with the EV-I06 and other batteries described "above. Another application _ould !
involve range predictions for advanced electric vehicles that remain yet on the i
_ i draw2ng board. _hese predictions could be carried out for the SAE driving i
_,_ [ schedules with EV-!06 and other batteries described above, in this case, the
currenta during acceleration and cruise would be estimated f_om overa]l vehicle
i design moJels.
_ Results of the above efforts will help to implement Sn a timely anJ cost-
i effective manner the provisions of the Electric and llybrid Research and Devel-
_ opment Act of 1976 (Public Law 94-413), dealing with development of advance,l
_ ! electric vehicles. On this basis, it is s_rongly recommended that the proposod
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• Description of Program "VCTIR"j








"_ DESCRIPTION OF PROGRAM VCTIR ] ,
i
l
Program VCTIR calculates the number of driving cycles and the total elapsed
time for a battery (having specified battery constants) to be reduced to its ] :
cutoff voltage. The method used i_ to divide each cycle Into intervals of
constant amperage levels and calculate the followlng sum over all cycles:
A2 - A1 A3- A2 AN- AN_1
IA__l + I; + I; + "'" +_ IN
S2=
where AI, A2, A3, ... AN are the amperage levels over all cycles, and Ii, 12, I3,
..; IN are the values of the current for which the battery will reach Its cutoff
voltage in time TI, T2, T3, ... TN. T1 is the total tlme for all cycles,
T2 - T1 - (time duration of level AI), T3 - T2 - (time duration of level A2),
... and TN is the tlme duration of the las_ amperage level. The value of T1 for
which $2 = 1 is the theoretical time for the battery to reach its cutoff voltage
for the specified driving cycle.
The driving cycle consists of the following three parts: '_
I) A discharge ramp from zero asps to some level Areax ampe in tlme TR ,:
hours. (A linear ramp is approximated by NINC rectangular steps.)
The first and last steps are AINC asps In hel_ht, and the intervening ¢
steps are ASTEP asps in helght, wher_ ASTEP = AH/NINC asps and r
AINC = ASTEP/2 asps. The time duration of each step in the ramp is
TINC - TR/NINC hours. :
2) A constant discharge (crulae) amperage level of AL asps fo_ a time
duration of TDL hours.
3) An open clrcult pe_rlod of TO hours.
The program calculates the value of T1 for which 52 - I, uRlng s_,ccesslve !.
approximations. That is, a guess is made for TI, then $2 Is calculated for that !
TI. If $2 = I somewhere wi_hln the last cycle for that value of TI. the calcula-
tion iJ finished. Otherwise, a better g,.._ssis made for TI, the sum $2 is again _
calculated, and so on until the sup S2 = 1.





PAGE 0001 FTH4 COMPILE._': HP24177 ¢SF..PT 1974) I
0001 FTN4,L
0002 PROGRAM VCTIR
0003 C PROGRAM TO CALCULATE NO. OF DRIVING CYCLES AND TOTAL ELAPSED TIM_
0064 C FOR A BATTERY , HAVING SPFC!FIED BATTERY C',hSTANTS, TO BF ','EDU'ZD T',
0005 C ITS CUTOFF VOLTAGF
0006 C THE METHOD USED IS TO DIVIDE EACH CYCLE INTO IHIERV;4LS O: CO_'3"FaI4T
0007 C AMPERAGE LEVEL AND CALCULATE THe. FOLLOWING, SUM OVER _LL CYC;.ES'
_, 0008 C
0009 C $2 • AI/II + (A2-AI:'./12 + (A3-A2>/13 + + 'AN-_'.N- .,J."lq
0010 C
0011 C WHERE AI,A2, R3, . .AN ARE THE AMPERAGe. LEVELS OVER ALL CYCLES
0012 C AND II,12,13, .IN AP_ THE VALUES OF THE CURR_NT FO.R W'JICH TH"
0013 C BATTERY WILL REACH ITS CU'fOFF VOLTAGE IN TIME TI,T2, T_ .... IN
0G14 C TI IS THE TOTAL TIME, I_ HOURS, FOR NLL CfCLES, T_=TI-cTIM_ D.UPH-
0015 C TION OF LEVEL At), T3=T2-cTIMF _URATION OF LEVF.L A2) AHD TH 15
001_ C THE TIME DU._ATION OF THE LAST AMPERAL;E LEVEL.
-" o017 C THE VALUE 0-" T1 -"OR WHICH 32=1 IS THE THE)RETICAL TIME F3R THS
O01B C BATTERY TO REACH ITS CUTOFF VOLTAGE FOR THE SPECIFIED DRIVING
0019 C CYCLE TI IS C_LCULATED USI_C, SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS _.I
L. 0020 C GUESS TI THEN CALCULATE $21,
6021 C
0022 r,IMENSIOH IRMP(.5)
_¢- 0023 REAL N,._
0024 DATA JY/tHY/,JN/IHH/
; 0025 C DEFAULT BATTERY CONSTANTS
._ (.,,)26 C E • INITIAL BATTERY VOI.TAGg. NINU_ CUTOFF VOLTAGE :VOLTS)
0027 C Q = REFERENCE CAPACITY (AMP-HAS)
'" 0028 C N = INTERNAL RESISTANCE (OHMS)
(>029 C k = POI.ARI:'ATION RESISTANCE (OHMS,',
_030 DATA E/. 900/, Q/215 O/,H/- O04100/,k/ 006600/
0031 C SET LOC,!CAL UNIT NO. FOR I/0 TO LOGICAL UNIT NO OF USER'_ hEVICE
0032 CALL RMPAR(IRMP)
0033 LU=IRMP(I )
0034 IF (LU Eg.O) LU=I
0035 WRITE (LU,900)
0036 900 FORMAT (/"PROGRAM VCTIR READY:")
0037 WRITE (LU,902)
0038 9¢.2 FO._MAT ("NOTE. WHILE ENTERING CYCLE PARAMETERS YOU HA/"/
_.'_)_9 F " TEPM;HATE TH_ PPOGC'AM SY EHTE.°IHG A NEGATIVE HUMBER "."
0040 C
eo4: C INPUT DRIVING r,i _.E Pr,'AHETERS
o042 C D_IVIN; CYC'.E WI..L I, ,SIST OF 3 PART_. AS FOLLOWS:
0043 C R) A DISCHARGE ak GOIi:; F;ON C, A_PS TO AH AMPS IN "rIME l_ H,R3
0 44 C (_, LI;_E:,_'_(.dF _;ILL "..F.14P,"_'O_,:IMi_TEDBY HINT P}'"I_'.iGULNR %
004.5 C STEPS THF FIRST A_r. lqST .RTFP£ :_!LL SF AIIIC AM?S IH H.-'!GHI
0046 C ;._NOTHE I"_TER%EHING STEP5 WILL BE ASIZ¢' AMP5 l.q 14EI'_HT, _H'R.-"-.
0047 C ASTEP-AH/IsINC ANP._ AND A'NC=ASTEP/2 ANP_ THE TIME DURr_IION
0048 C OF EACH STEP IN THe" _IMP IS TINC-TR/NINC HRS
0_49 C B'., f_ CONSTI4NT DI£_._H_RGE (r_'UI.RE) R/IPERaGE lEVeL OF a_. qM"C_ FO;'
0050 C A TIME DURATION OF Tt, L HRS
0051 C C) AN OPEN-CIRCUIT PERIOD OF TO HgS
0052 C
0053 BO '4RI TE ¢LU,gIO)
0054 910 FqRMR'. ("PEAk RAtIP DI,_CHA2GE RATE _AN,O_): ",,
00''¢ READ _LU,*) AN







PI_GE 0002 VCTIR FTN4 CORPILER: NP24177 (SEPT. 1974)
DOS? IJRITE (LU,911)
0058 911 FORHIIT ('LOtl (CRUISE) DISCHARGE RATE (RAPS)' .')
0059 REkD (LU,*) AL
0060 IF (RL.LT.O) STOP
v061 WRITE (LU,9113)
00£2 9113 FORRRT ('TIRE DURATION OF RRRP (SEC)' _')
0063 READ (LU,I,) TR
0064 IF (TR.LT.O) STOP
006S TR"TR/3600. #
0066 IJRI TE (LU,9116)
O067 9116 FORHAT ('NO. OF STEPS Xq RARP: .') |
0068 RE&D (LU,$) N|HC |
0069 IF (NIiIC.LT.O) STOP
0070 WRITE (LU,913)
0071 913 FORRRT ('TIRE DURATION AT LOM DISCHARGE (SEC): _')
00;'2 REClP (LU,q;) TDL
00?3 IF (TDL.LT.O) STOP
00?4 TDL=TDL/3600.
0075 IJRI TE (LU,914)
¢0?6 914 FORRRT ('TIRE DURATION liT OPEN CIRCUIT (SLEC): .')
0077 HE,ll) (LU,$) TO
007S IF (TO.LT.O) STOP
0079 TO=TO/3£O0. ,,
OOSO C
0081 C CHECK IF DE._AULT IIRTTERY CONSTANTS TO BE USED
0082 C
0083 100 MRITE (LU,91£)
OOe4 916 FORRAT ('IISE DEFAULT BATTERY CONSTANTS? Y/H: _')
0085 REI_D (LU,BI?) Kill
0085 917 FORRAT (Al)
0087 IF (KIN.EO.JY) G.)TO 250
0088 IF (KIH.NE.JN) GOTO 100
O089 C
0090 C GET SATTERY CONSTANTS _,
0091 C j,0092 iJRl TE (LU,918)0093 918 FORRIIT ('DELTA E (VOLTS)_ .')
0094 RE_D (LU,*) E _
0095 WRITE (LU,920) ]
¢095 920 FO.RRAT ('0 (_RP-RIRS)3 .') |
009? RE_D tLU,*) S
0098 WRITE (LU,922)
0099 922 FORRAT ('N (OHRS): .')
0100 READ (LU,*) N
0101 URIT[ (LU,924)
('102 924 FORIaAT ('K (ONflS): .')
0103 RE_D (LU,$) K
0104 C
OtOS C COHIIINE PltR_RETERS FOR EFFICIENCY
0106 C




011t C ASTEP s IIHPERIiGE DIFFERENTIAL FOR INTERNEDI_TE STEPS OF RAN,o
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PAGE 0003 VCTI_ FTN4 COMPILe. R: HP24177 (SEPT 1974)
0113 C RINC = AMPERAGE VALUE FOR FIRST STEP IN RAMP
0114 A IHC=ASTEP,,'2
0115 C TINC = TIME IHTEO'/AL OF .c.ACH ATEP OF R_HP (HRS.,
0116 T IN',=TR/N INC
(.117 C TC = ;Y.ME OF ONE COMPLETE CYCLE (HPS,
0118 TC=TR+TDL+TO
0119 CAD = AMPE._A_E DIFFEHENCE BETWEEN CONS'IFANT DISCHARGE ,C_'UISE) q_T_
0120 C ANC, LA.C,TSTEP OF R_;IP
0121 AD-_qL-AH+AI NC
0122 C
0123 C USE SUCCESIVE GUESSES TO FIND THE TOTwL TIME AND NO OF C'/CLES TO
0124 C REACH 'rilEBATTERY CUTOFF VOLTAGE FIRST, FIND A VALUE OF TIMr., _,
('125 C FqR WHICH S2:.I ST.qOT WITH T"IE GUESS T--I('HAS NC = !4'J 0.':"YCLE'S




0130 C EqCH TIME-GUESS, T, WILL ALHAYS BE AT THE EHD OF THE CRUI_JE F'qRT
('131 C OF A CYCLE (SINCE S2 IS NOT B SMOOTH FUNCTION OF T IT SHOULC, _i._a_YS
013Z C BE EVALUATEL', AT THE SwME POINT IN A CYCLE>
0133 260 T=MC*TC+TR+TDL
L,134 S2--SUfl(T,NINC,AINC, TIHC,ASTE c',AL,AD,E,F,B,C,D To,,TD t..TO, T_ .NC ''r,. :
(."135 C IF ._:'='1 WE'RE DONE




('I.+0 C ImlE'V,c FOUND A T WHICH MARES S;..',I,NOW REV[RSE DIRECTIOH AHD C'_EF_P
0141 C UP ON THE VALUE OF T _lHiCN MAKES THE SUM=I WE HA'/ MA_E T TO0
0142 C LARGE :OR TOO SMALL AND HAVE TO ?EVER._E C,I.,"F.CTIOt& NDC'ITIONf%L TI_'IF'3
0143 C BEFORE WE GEl THERE
0144 C
0145 300 NCx-HC
014_ ]10 IF (IABS(NC) HE 1) HC=NC:'2
(."14;' T=T+IiC*TC
(,148 C _At,'E P._EVI03S CALCULATIOH OF SOil
0149 Si=S2
0150 C CALCULATE NEW VALUE OF St°M
0151 S2=SU;I( T,NINC,HINC, TINC,ASTEP,_I ,_D,E, F,B,C,D, TR, T_L, TO, T_,tIC','C,
(,152 C IF $2=,I t_E'RE DONE
0153 IF ($2 £g 1 ) GOTO 4(,(,
(.154 C CALCULATE SUM FOR OHE LESS CYCLE (SERE) AND SUM FOk ONE MORE CYCLE
0155 C c.SPOST >
(. 15_ TP._E-T-TC
(.157 SPOE=,SU_t ;PR£,HIHC, AINC, TIHC,ASTEP,AL,
0158 CAO, E,F,B,C,C,I_, T_L,TO, TC,NCYC)
0159 TPOSTmT+TC
or60 $POST=SUM(TPOST,HIHC.AINC. TINC,ASTEP,AL,
01_1 CAD,E,F,B,C,I), TR, '.'DL,TO. TC.HCYC _
(.162 C IF SPA.r AND SPOST ARE ON OPPOSITE SLOES 0 c ONE ,EITHER I.C; LESS lH_N
01_,] C ONE AN.3 THE OTHER IS GREATER THAN ONE) WE'RE DONE
uI';4 .IF ¢SPR_ LT ! RNI) SPOST GT I ) GOTO 400
0165 IF' ,SERE GT 1 _ND (;POST LT 1 :,GOTO 400
01£6 C PREPAR E FOR NEXT LOOP IF (I-L;1) AN(:,(1-32) _OE OF OPeO£1TF :,IG:,I
0167 C WE NAVE BRACKETED THE VhLUE SUM=t AND WE _UST CHANGE T IH T'-_E





PAGE 0004 VCTI._ FTN4 CONPZLER: HP24|77 (S[PT. 1974)
0169 IF (SIG.H(I.,(I.-S1)).EQ $IGN(1.,(1.-S2))) GOTO 310
Ol?O GOTO 300
¢171 C IF $2 ) OR - l, THE SUN IS EQUAL TO ONE IH THE PREC:.I)]HG CYCL,r
¢172 400 IF (S2.LT.I.) GOTO 410
0[73 T-T-TC
0!74 C IF T(O, ME REACHED CUTOFF I8 THE FIRST CYCLE
¢175 IF (T.LT.O) GOTO 420
¢ ! 76 NCYC"NCY C- 1
0177 410 iJRITE (LU,960) T,HCYC
01;'8 960 FO_ III_T ( "TIN_ TO CUTOF._:', F? . 2, " HOUR3, ICYCLE$-', ]8/)
_ _ 01;'9 GOTO 80
_ ¢180 420 iJRI TE (LU,962)
0181 9_2 FORIIRT ('CUTOFF OCCURS IH FIRST CYCLE'/)
0182 GOTO 80
0183 EHD







PAGE 0001 FTN4 COMPILER; HP24177 (SEPT. 1974)
0184 C SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE SUM
0185 C
0186 C SUM = AI/IA + (A2-A1_/I2 + (.A3-A2)/I3 + .. + H-A(N-I_/IN
0187 C
0188 C USING THE FOLLOMING INPUT PARAMETERS:
0189 C T = TOTAL TIME FOR ALL CYCLES (HRS) a
0190 C NINC = NO. OF STEPS IN RAMP
0191 C RINC = AMPERAGE LEVEL OF FIRST RAMP STE? (AMPS)
0192 C TINC = TINE OF EACH STEP IN RAMP (HAS)
_193 C ASTER = AHPERA_E DIFFERENTIAL 3ETMEE_ R_MP STEPS (AMPS)
0194 C AL = COHSThNT _ISCH_RG_ R_TE _T CRU!_ (AMPS)
0195 C AD = AMPERAGE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CRUISE DISCHARGE RATE AND L_ST
019_ C STEP OF RAMP (AMPS)
0197 C E = BATTERY INITIAL VOLTAGE MINUS CUTOFF VOLTAGE _VOLI3)
0198 C F = O*(H+K)
0199 C B = 2*H
0200 C C = 9*B
0201 C O = O*E/N
0202 C TR = TIME DURATION OF RAMP (HRS)
0203 C TOL = TINE DURATION OF CONSTANT DISCHARGE (CRUISE) (HRS)
0204 C TO - TIME _URATIOH OF OPEN CIRCUIT (HRS)
0205 C TC = TIME DURATION OF ONE CYCLE (HRS)
0206 C AND PRODUCING THE FOLLOWING OUTOUT PARAMETERS:
020? C SUM = SUM SHOMN ABOYE
0208 C NCYC = NO. OF CYCLES IN TIMS T
0209 C
0210 FUNCTION SUM (T,HINC,AINC,TINC,ASTEP,AL,





02_6 C LOOP UNTIL U IS < OR = 0 i
0217 C SR • TERM FOR FIRST STEP OF RAMP !
0218 100 SR=AINC/EX(U,E,F,9,C,D) 1
0219 IF (NINC.LE.I) GOTO 200
0220 C LOOP THROUGH STEPS OF RAMP
0221 DO 200 NNmt,NINC-t
0222 U=U-TINC
0223 C SR • SUM OF TERMS FOR FIRST NN*t STEPS OF RAMP
0224 SR=SR+RSTEP/EX(U,E,F,B,C,D)
0225 200 CONTINUE
022G U-T-(NCYC=TC ,(? C ADP PREVIOUSLY-CALCULATED TERMS PLUS TERM FOR CRUISE PART OF CYCLE
0228 _UMmSUR +RD/EX(U,£,F,B,C,b)
0229 A." (U.LE.TC) RETURN
0230 U-U-TOL










PAGE (,00! FTH4 COMPIL_'.R: HP24177 (SEPT 1974)
023? C SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE CUTOFF VOLTAGE FO_. GIVEN TIME.
0238 C INPUT PARAMETERS:
0239 C T = TIME FOR WHICH CUTOFF VOLTAGE IS TO BE CALCULATED (HRS) I
0240 C E = BATTE._Y IHITIAL VOLTAGE MINUS CUTOFF VOLTAGE (VOLTS>
(,241 C F = Q*(H+K)
0242 C B m 2*M
0243 C C - B*lJ
0244 (, D s Q*E/N
' 0245 C OUTPUT PARAMETER:
', 024£ C EX = CALCULATED CUTOFF VOLTAGE
" i_ 024? C
0248 FUNCTION EX(T,E,F,B,C,D)
0249 X-E*T+F













• Diagram of Automatic Charge-Discharge Controller and
Data Processing System
• Diagram of Test Layout
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,I
i! DISC CONTROLLER MUI.TIPROGRAMMER
.P13037, _'- _ .p69,0,<isSLOTS, II ! MODEL6,433A
IRELAY OUT/READBACK CARD No. 1
ISLOTADDRESS4 UNIT0
I 1_33A'
I DISCDRIVE __4__ iRELAY OUTPUT/READBACK CARD No. 2
HP790SA I ISLOTADDRESSSUNITO IMODEL No. 69433A
l F-- i":" c"°'°"-F-DIGITAL TAPE UNIT ;LOT ADDRESS 6 UNIT OHP 7970B MODEL No. 69330A
I RELAY OUTPUT CARD No. 1 "_
j LINE PRINTER _,__._ SLOT ADDRESS 3 UNIT 0
I MODELNo. 693,0A ___HP 2607A 1 RELAY OUTPUT CARD No. 2SLOT ADDRESS I UNIT O
CRT TERMINAL __. HP 2112 I MODEL N°" 69330A "_ "IHP 2640A COMPUTER SERIES RELAY OUTPUT CARD No. 3,
I SLOT ADDRESS 2 UNIT 0 J
DIGITAL PLOTTER _,,_o_ MODELNo. 29430AHP 7210A EVENT SENSE CARD No. 1 --
I SLOT ADDRESS O UNIT 0 I
IIP2762B l .RESISTANCE CARDS
ODEL 69510A AND 69501A l I-,I TAPEPUNC"_--.--HP 2895B ----' i
EXTENDER
7 i HP2402A . [ MODEL69433AI I
_- , , JSLOTADD,ESSOUNIT1 J _
I IRESIST.eNCE CARD No. CARD No. 2 I




- i I II I'ROGRAMMER _,_,_¢'ID,_(_,_, HP 6268A HP 6268A j,OB(15 SLOTS) POWERSUPPLY POWERSUPPLY' MODEL694"_,A { J272 PS 1A PS 2# o
RDBACKCARDNo.1 _ _ tl I EXTRA FSXA
4 UNIT 0 I • OUTPUTS PS2A
L I J158 J159MODELNo. 69433A J273 6 117 Vac
_/READBACKCARDNo. 2 , : z 1268 " -- 60 H5 UNIT 0
J266 J142
MODELNo. 69433A J274 _ _ SUPPLYBOX ' : =
/RE_DBACK CARDNo. 3 _ = J269 = = J141
-1 = -_
PROG. : ® ® IMODELNo. 69330A [ J277 BUS
'CARDNo. 2 = = I1 UNIT 0 I JUNCTION J264 >
J263MCDELNo. 69330A J276 :'CARDNo. 3 : - J270 = I
".2 UNIT 0 I j26_......s I
MODELNo. 294_0A _ J278
'_ARDNo 1 , : : r .
0 UNIT 0 l " No,] lI
No.2
...... i i .oj II_RDS No. 4 '
)AAND 69501A ___J ITOANY _ = o-" o r-
lRES.CARDS _ _ _ -_ .'d,-,'-'(CURRENT '
PROGRAMMING)_ i BOX1
CHG/DISCHSELECT J125N°'---3-e I OFF/ON - -
i No.__99 I (1-5)
1PROGRAMME'--'R I iND.1( l
°1_ _ _:].B (15 SLOTS)
_" MODEL69433A I F No i .._ _ --, =
:/READBACKCARDNo.11 [
0 UNIT 1 l _
_1 I No. 4
"ARDNo. CARDNo. 2 I TOANY _ j
3UNIT1 J IRES'CARDS -- 'l '
I(VOLTAGE ', No. 6 C _
"PROGRAMMING) No. 7 Ln P4 P4







TESTERNo. I] " " " ITESTERNo. IO_
1977025649-047
(1, . J,l IJ,2 : (1) oxl!
(1-4) J55 = _- (3) J74 SWITCHINGRELAYS
J57 J75 (1-5)
I _ : (4)(5) J76
L'-" 117 Vac60 Hz I r,-IJ64 _ _ _ J105 r-!(5) J68 = : J1061 _
= • _ _ DIODELOADS J66 _ j _ -:
jTo(J-'_-! I Jl12L_
(1o1 je9 (s,1o) ---- EXTRA _
,_ : ___)OUTPUTS
m L_-.-
117 Vac60 Hz _ L
• zo) JB2t I
I ,,_-9) Jsgl IJ58 (6) J781 Box2
- - SWITCHINGREL_'._
) : DIODELOADS (7) J791 (6-10)(6-9) IJ61 (B) JsoI
(91 J81r.l JJ63 :co o, o ,o I -'-- :
_ _ -- 117 Vac 60 Hz
CH/DISCHSELECT J125
OFF/ON _ "-
(6-10) I (LOWER) J48 --
m/ I CURRENT J49 _-- ,,',
_ _[(6-10) J46 SHUNTS(1-10) JSO SAMPLE 1-_0
_25_ -- __j_ _,i _' "_ " : -- I TO UPPER - TRANDUCER1-5
i _l m_.._._TO UPPER EXTRA SAMPLE1-1O ,u,.
: _. (z-s) :- -- _1__CURRENT INPUTS
_l _l ,1 _-_ SHUNTS JlOO|J101[J102
J122[-- Jl-_--_ TO UppER,, ] (LOWER) --
PANELMETERAND I " XYZ 1 m_ SUPPLYS
_ _ CONTROLBOX Jjl16 (1-10) J103 (1-10)
_ J1041 JZzOI
-- -" EVENT SENSE
J43 J44 EXTRAOUTPUTXYZ
"---"] J1:32 -- j44AI
l - -- J17 (0-49) J35 ]









TT2 J279 BATTCR CELL, TESTER No. 1
TT3 J280 F.,ATTORCELL, TESTER No. 2TT4
GOTO '_ j_ J281
TT5 ANYOF TEMP. TRANSDUCER _ _ BATT ORCELL, TESTER No. _'
TT6 400 CHANNELSREADCHANNELS / _ BATTORCELL, TESTER No. 4BATT ORCELL, TESTER No. 5
TT7 NPUTS / _ J284 BATT ORCELL, TESTER No. 6
TT8 J2B5 BATT ORCELL, TESTER No. 7
)E LOGICCIRCUIT TT9
CARD, ALARM _ BATTORCELL, TESTER No. B
TTIO _ BATT ORCELL, TESTER No. 9
SH1 _ BAT) ORCELL, TESTER No. 10
/SH2
SH4 GOTO _ J_
SH5 ANYOF CURRENTSHUNT RESH6400CHANNELCHANNELS/
2A 6_ 1 mASUPPLYSH8 SUPPLY OUTPUTS
SH9 +24V TOEXT.__ JUNCTION
SHIO RELAYBOX I, '_' BOX
(+ BATT 6-10) = :. J253
- I I c+ BATT 1-5) J25e.__.e___.2 10 J
(- BATT 1-5) J258
(- BATT 6"10) - - J259 (TESTER)
--_ (1 mASUPPLY1-10) J260
| +24vps2A
_ (PS 2A + 24 V SIGNALTOCHANNEL"0"-49)" J254 TO EXT.
--,_ 6 _" RELAYBOX
: :, .( .......... 50-99) J255 71
-- - ONTESTERS1"10





" i 5V_ READ INPUTS
HP 2911A CHANNELS
CROSSBAR 13 CABLE CROSSBARCHANNEL
SCANNER J163-J17 EXPANDER (3 WIRE)
_'--'_" SYSTEMCABLINGDIAGRAM








"_ C PROGRAN HARE: BTEST
C PROGRRNMER: R. R. PHILLIPS
_ C _RTE; RRRCH 14,1977
_ C PURPOSE: P-cRFORRS SIRULATED DRIVING CYCLE CURRENT PROFILES
C OH A LEACo-RCID BATTERY
C
C PROGRRN COHTROL PRRARETERS ARE OPERATOR INPUTS INTO ARRAY IR_ TO
C VARY PROGRRR EXECUTION SO THAt CURRENT RND TINES SIRULRTE SCNE-
C DULES B, C, OR D.
C
DIRENSIOH IOATR(3), IRR(6), ITNE(fi), IYEf, R(I),VLIR( 1 )
• C
; C IDATA Ik A THREE WORD DATA AND C3NTROL BUFFER FOR THE SYSTEN
C NULTIPROGRARNER(DIGITAL I/O SUBSYSTEN).
C
< C
C IRR_I)= IO-NILLISECONDS IN FIRST WRIT
C IRRt2)= IO-RILLISECOHDS IN IHCRENENT DELAY(ACCELERATION LOOP)
C IRR(3)z OCTAL BORD TNRT CONTROLS PEAK RAPS IN ACCELERATION
C IRA(4:,= OCTAL WORD TNRT CONTROLS CRUISE RNPS
-_ C IRA(5)= IO-RILLISECONDS TO WAIl IN CRUISE
C IAR(6)= IO-RILLISECONDS TO IJAIT BEFORE REPEAT OF CYCLE
C
C ITRE IS AN RRRAY TO CONTAIN VALUES RETURNED' FRON THE SYSTEN CLOCK
_. l( IPRGE-O
C INITIALIZE PAGE COUNTER
LINE=O
C INITIALIZE LINE COUNTER
JL
I_. I C" 0
" C INITIALIZE CY?LE COUNTER
VLIR'O .0
i C INITIALIZE STORAGE FOR LONER VOLTRGE LIRIT VALUE
II)ATA( 1 >-17004 IB
C CONTROL WORD TO ENABLE £94]9 RULTIPROGI_RRNER EXTENDER
IOATR( 2)=0300318
C DATA UORD FOR RESI._TRNCE OUTPUT CARD IN SLOT|403 OF THE 6941B
I DATA( 3)-0
C DP.TR tJORD FOR RELAY OUTPUT CPRI) IN SLOTIJ400 OF THE 6941B
ICODE-I1
C SPECIFY TIRE REQUEST FOR EXEC _RLL PARANETER ICODE
I CNIJD- IO?B
C SPECIFY DE',_I.eE REFERENCE NURBER ._R 6941B AND TYPE OF DATA
C TRRfiSFER
C I;_:TIRL,Z_. LOCHrIOH TO CO_'TRIN NORTH OF YEAR
I _D"3044P
C $_ECIF',' _3_0_ DVR/._C_HNE; PNRLOG TO DIGITAL _UBS_STE/I CONTROL
;_ NORO. _044G L 2?NS_.CONDS C_ELAY IOVDC RANGE.
HCHmt
C VOLTNGE NEe,"_UREI_ENT CHANNEL IS 1
C BATTERY VOLTAGE AT OR BELOY LIMIT FLAG mr._,_._L_'_ll,-- O_
CALL. EXEC_ICODE, ITNE, IYER_) __ PAOE _C REQUEST TIRE AND YEAR
' KDRY=ITNE(5)
CALL DRTE(I(DAY,NON )






! klRITE 10, IO00)NON, KDRY, IY£R._
,_ C OUTPUr MONTN,DRTE, YERR TO SYSTF. M LOG _£VIC£ P.ND IDENTIFY PF_OG
-_ 1000 FORMRT(S( IS,'/'),I4,SX,_DRIVINO CYCLE $IMULRTION TEST'//_
100 WRITE(IO, 1005)
1005 FORMRT('BATTERY CUTOFF Y(1LTRGE?
' RERD( 10, * )VLIM
C GET BRTTERY VOLTR_E LIMIT F_:uM TEST OPER_'JR
105 IJRITE( 10, 1010)
: 1010 FORMRT("ENTE._: MERRY POSITION,QR_RY VRLUE "_-EN 0 T3 _'F.e_-T, _) TO
• DISPLRY RRRRY VRLUES, OR -I TO EXIT""
II0 _.ERO(IO,*)I,I I
C GET PROgRaM P.RAMETER$ AHD/OR OP£RRTOR COM_t_IND_
i IF(1)900,200,115
_ 115 IF(I.NE.99) GO TO 140
DO 130 I('I,6
IFg(K.£0.3) ,OR. (K.EQ.4)) GO TO 120
C DISPLAY RRRRY VRLUE$ IH {)cC!M_!. INTEGER FORUM T , r.XCEPT _ISPLNY
. C ROW 3 RND 4 VRLUES IN OCTRL INTEGER FORMAT
t_RITE(lO,1020)K, IRR(K)
t020 FORNRT(" IgR(', I2," )" ",I6)
_0 TO 130
120 WRI TEE 10,1_.30 )K, IRR(K )
1030 FORMATt" IRR{', 12," )- ",K6 :,
; 130 CONTINUE
140 IRR( I )=I I
GO TO llO
200 CRLL EXEC(ICODE, ITME) "
C TIME REQUEST





C CRLL ROUTINE TO TRKE R VOLTAGE MEASUREMENT ON THE 2320A R/_
!F(IST.HE.O) GO TO 850
LINE'LINE+|
C INCREMENT LINE COUNTER
IF(IPRGE EO.O) GO TO 205
C TEST FO.P FIRST PAGE CONDITION
202 IF(LINE.LT.60) GO TO 210




MRITE(IO, 1037 )NON, KDRY, IYERR,IPRGE
1032 FORNRT(2(. I2,'/'),I4,SX,'ORIVING CYCLE $INULRTION TEST, PC_GE|",I4/)
, ; &/RITE(IO, 1035) ,_
1035 FORMRT(" TIME CYCLE $.0.R.Y. E O.R.V E 0 C V "/)
L I_IE-$
210 klR_'TE(10,IO40)IHR, INN,ISC IC V
10_0 FORMRT( 13,2(" _ ", 12 ),3X, I3, SX,F8 3,'.')
IDRTR(3)" 1 ":_
C DRT_ TO RELI!Y OUTPUT CRRD(CLO$_$ CONTRCTOR)
CRLL EXEC(2. ICNIJI_,IDRTR,3,!)
C TRRNSFER DRTR TO I19419
CRLL WRIT(IRR(I),O, IERR)
C CRLL ROUTINE TO DELRY EXECUTION OF PROGRRM
IF(IERR.GT.I) GO TO 880
220 IO_TR(2)= IORTR(2)+ !





C TEST FOR IqAXINUN RESISTANC'. OUTPUT AT EN{) OF ACCEL_RATIOFI
CALL EXEC(Z,JCNWD, IOATA, 3, _)
_' CALL NAIT(IAR¢2),O, [ERR) _"
IF(IERR.GT. 1) GO TO 880
GO TO 22o
3¢.,0 CALL HEAS(V, IYC,, HCH, 1ST ) ..
1F(IST.HE 0) GO TO 830 i
IFC_.LE VLIN) IFLAG=I ,_
C TEST FO._ VOLTAGE LIMIT CONDITION AT END OF ACCELERATIOH
310 WR[ TE( 1"0, 1050 )V
1.,50 FOPNAT(2X,F8 3,'-" )
I D_TA( 2 ) = iREs. 4 ) _.
L, C'A'A TO EESISTANCE OUTPUT CARl) FOR C_,UISE CURRENT
, C_LL EY,EC(Z,ICNt/D, I{)ATA,3,1)
: C "l'l_ANS_C_.e.DATA TO 69418
CALL #_,XT(IAR(5),O, IERR)
IF'." IERR GT.I) GO TO 880
Cq!.L NEAS(V,[YD,NCH,IST)
IF< IST.H£.O) GO TO 850
i 320 WI_I TE( 1¢,.. 1060 )V OL_I c,,_O FORNAT(2X,F8.3 ) _._,,_C_,o;11,_"_"
,. I{)ATA( 2:,,'030031B _ _" ""(,_,Gt"- [t_ r_, IDA TA< 3 ),'0 ,[,, '__':i ' •
C DATA TO RELAY OUTPUT CARD(OPENS CONT_CTOR) "_IL_-_'_''s'"'-
CALL EXEC(2, ICNYD, I DATA, 3, 1)
C TRANSFE9 {)RTA TO 69418
CALL EIAIT(IRR(6),O, IERR)
IF(IERR.GT.I) GO TO 880
_ IF( IFLAG )330,340 _-
C TEST VOLTAGE LINIT FLAG
r
330 I=IFBRK_' IMY >
C TEST FOR OPERATOR INTERRUPT REQUEST
" !F( I )10,200
", C IF I NEGATIVE THEN INTERRUPT RE_UESTEO
"_ 340 LINE=LINEIF(LINE LT.6¢') GO _ 350
_RITE(IO, 1065) '_
1065 FORNAT, //////) :_
350 &/RITE(IO, 1070)
1070 FORMRT('EOA VOLTAGE IS LESS THAN OR EOUAL TO VOLTAGE LIMIT
_'**_'**TEST STOPPED*****" )






850 WRITE(IO,IIO0) _ _"
1100 FORIIAT('OVM SUBSYSTEN ERROR****ee*TE$T qBO_TEO****')
GO TO 890
880 YRITE(IO, llIO)
1110 FORIIAT('_SA WAIT POUTINE ERROR**e*TEST 480._TEO****') _'
C NEXT THREE LINES A_,E A SEOUENCE TO STOP THE TEST
890 IDATA(2)'O30031B
lOATH( 3)=0
CALL EXEC(_,ICNWDoIDATR,3,1) (-9O0 STOP
END
C CC CC CC CCC C C C CC C C C t; C C C CC C CC C C C C C C C C











fiT( 8 )031 _t




10 IF(KDAY)99, 99,20 i
20 DO 30 K=1,12 ._
IF( KDAY-HT( K)140,40,30
I(DAY-KD_ Y-li T( K )30
- 40 IIONTHmK
RETURN
99 MR] TEE 10, 1001
100 FORIIRT('DATE ERROR") ,Je
 ETUR. 4
[NO iC C C C C C C CC C C C CC C C CC CC _ C C C C C C C C C C C
SUBROUTINE NEkS(DTRoliiO,NCH, IST)
DIliENSlOH ZBF(3),IRG(2) ,_EBUIVRLENCE(REG, [RG,IR),(IRG(2),ZB),(1)AT, IBF(I)),(JF,]BF(3))
C
C OTA- 1)RTA TO THE CALLING PROGRAIi
C 1U11- 2720A SUBSYSTEIi CONTROL NOR1) FROIi THE CI_LLING PROGRAM
C NCH- SCRHHER CHRHNEL HO. FRON CI_LLING PROGRRII
r,, |ST- STkTUS INFUIINTION FOR THE C4LLING PROGRRII
C O=OK, l"1)OUN, 2=BUSY, 3*OVERLOI_Do 4-TRANSIIZSS_ON ERROR
C IBF- BUFFER FOR BCD 1)ATI_ oETURNEO TO THIS PROGR_Ifl BY DV._7£
C BC1) 1)ATA FORIiAT FOLLOUb.
C IBF(I)- 114 r_3 D2 111
C IBF(27- R F 11£ I15 ,C IBF( 3" F
C IRG- BUFFER TO CONTI_I_I it- I_ND 8- REGISTER RETURNS
C FOLLOUING EXEC CALL IIITH IC01)E=I
I(TS'O
IET4"O
C CLEAR STORAGE FOR DSI ROT UORDS $ RND 4
dUO" 1400009
C dUB) |S tin 'fiN1) flASK' FOR DB] EBT MORD 5
CALL EXEC(|3, 9, lETS,lET4)
C GET DEVICE STATUS MITN THIS CALL
IF(II_H1)(IETS, JU_))40,10,30
C l_ltE BITS 15 I_N1) 14 OF PSI EBT UORD 5 =0, =1, OR )'2 ?
¢ OetElIDY, I'DOVN, 2=BUSY(IN OPERIITION)
1¢) IF(Ne, H.GT. 199) NCNmliCN-2OO
tEG-EXEC ( I, t, IOF, 3, NCN, Zlid )
C TAKE ik IIEIISURENENT
C ICOPE-! BElt1) REOUEST
C IDIOT =9. DSI LU|
IF( IAN1)( lit, diD))40,20,30
20 |F(Zi. Ea.O) GO TO 50
C |BwO IIElbNB THAT NO 1)ltTIb UliS TBANBN|TTE1)
IF(dF.EB.$) GO TO 60






C BCC, TO FLP,RTING POINT CONVERSION ROUTINE
IST,,O
C SET ely $T_T -'¢.CODE TO 'OK'
RETURN
30 IST=I
C SET NY STATUS CODE TO 'r..OWH'
GO TO 70
40 IBT=2
C SET MY STRTt. _ CODE TO 'BUSY' e
GO TO 70
fl._ IST=4
C SET MY STRTUS CODE TO 'TRRNSMISSION EPROR'
GO TO ZO
_0 IST=3
C SET MY STRTUS C01>£ TO 'OVERLOAd)'
?O C,T_=O O









• Voltage Printout for Schedule "B"
• Vo]tage Printout for Schedule "C"
• Voltage Printout for Schedule "D" i
No te:
SOAV - Voltage at Start of Acceleration Period, Volts
EOAV - Voltage at End of Acceleration Period, Volts




3/30/1977 DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# I
TIME CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.9:29s49 I 6.879 6. 258 6.341
,,'=31 : 4 2 6.524 6.046 6.234
'-Y:32:15 3 6.447 5.023 6. 224
,) s33 =27 4 6.43 9 6. 2121 6. 223
. a 134 =3'3 _ 6.43 6 6. _21 6. 222
: J5 : b J '3 6. 434 6. g2¢J 6. 222
,)=37: I / 6.433 6.319 6. 221
')z38:12 d 6. 431 6.01 9 6.221
9:39:24 _) 6. 430 6.019 6. 221
i 9.40:3b I_ 6.428 6.018 6.220 t_ _._'_f"
`)t41 t4/ II 6.427 6.2117 6.219 _,.,,_ 1_,llJ_¢
2=44= 9 13 4 5._ 6 , 18
_:45:21 14 6.423 6.,01 6 6.217
_z46=32 15 6.421 6.015 6.217
,;:47z 44 16 6.420 6.014 6.216
yt48:Sb I1 6.418 6.gl3 6.215
):b_" 6 Id 6.417 5.,_12 6.214
):51:14 I; 6.41.5 6._12 6.213 iy=52=29 2_ 6.414 6.bll 6.213
9=53:41 21 6.412 6. ;L'JI0 6.212
vt54=52 22 6.4.11 6.099 6.211
9:56:3 23 6.409 6.008 6.21_
9:57: Ib 24 6.4¢'J8 6.0217 6.209
9=58:26 25 6.406 6.006 6.208
9s59:38 26 6.405 6.g_5 6.207 '; :
_: _:49 21 6.403 6.g04 6.206
b= 2: I 23 6.401 6.gz_3 6.204 _ _
J: 3:12 2) 6.4';_g 6.@_2 6.203 _ "
a: 4:23 3,, 5.3.99 6. J,'JI 6.2';)2 _
a= 5:3:_ 31 6.397 6.z} 10 6.201
,_: 6:46 32 6.3v6 5.P_9 6.2_0 !
._: l|_l 33 6.394 5.9',)7 6. 99
J: 9= _ ,,,,"' 6.3,)2 5.9'_6 6. 98 t
d:lO:2:J 35 6.391 5.9,)5 6. 97 ] '
a =l I : 32 33 6,389 '.-, 9V4 6, 95
Jt12;43 3/ 6,388 5.993 6. 94 _ _
•):13:b9 3;J 6.386 5.9')2 6. 93 L
,'J:lS= o 32 6,3;54 5.9_ 6. 92
l_J:16=l I 4; 6.383 5.989 6. 9_
0:II:29 41 6.381 5.9R8 6.189
. _=18:4J 42 6.38_ 5.986 6.1R8
:_119162 4J 6.378 5.9d5 6.187
_:21:3 44 6.377 5.933 6.185
'J=22:14 45 6.315 5,982 6. 184
a=23:26 45 6.374 5.981 6. 182
,J:,-'4=3 / 4l 6.3"12 5.95_ 6.181
')I )vI,:_ ,t,_ 4d 6.370 5.978 6 18_5
4=27= a 49 6.368 '5.9"17 6.178
i _=2t3:I I bJ 6.307 5.976 6. I 77
,_=29=23 51 6.365 5.974 6.176
,_=30_34 52 6.364 5.973 6.174
!_il i 0=31=46 53 6.362 5.971 6.173
d_32:57 54 6.361 5.970 6.172






313_I1977 DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# 2
TIi,iE CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
_s35,2_ 56 5.357 5.967 6. 169
_*36s31 57 6.355 5.966 6. 167
_ls37z 43 56 6.354 5.965 6. I 66
,,_z3L_z54 5_x 6.352 5.963 6. 165 i
_s4_Jz 6 6J 6.351 5.962 6.164
J:41s17 ol 6.349 5.9og 6.1"62
IJz42:2J 62 6.348 5.9u9 6. 164
I 0z43,40 63 6.346 5.957 6. 159
IJt44sSI 64 6.344 5.956 6. 58
IJz46" 3 66 6.343 5.954 6. 56
L IJ:47z14 66 6.341 5.953 6. 55
I Jt48:db 6l 6.339 5.951 6. 53
I J,4_."31 6,_ 6.338 5.95L' 6. 52
I :b,):4d 6_ 6.2,36 5.948 6. 5'2)
1 ):_2: ,a 70 6.334 5.947 6. 49
J;b3:ll 71 6.333 5.946 6. 47
),54:22 72 6.331 5.944 6. 46
)zbb;34 73 6.33¢_ 5.942 6. 44
J,56z45 74 6.328 5.941 6. 43
_z37:_/ l_. 6.326 3.94_ 6. 41
J:ug" _ /_ 6.325 5.938 6. 4_J
:. z :_:19 7/ 6.323 5.937 6: 3,9
, 1:31 "IS 6.321 5.935 6. 37
z 2,42 7_ 6.32f_ 5.9.33 6. 35
s 3z_4 _,_ 6.318 5.932 6. 34
i 51 5 81 6.316 5.930 6. 32
i 6116 82 6.315 5.928 6. 3i
i 7128 83 6.313 5.928 6. 30
s 8:39 tJ4 6.312 5.926 6. 28
i 9,51 8:5 6.31v) 5.92_ 6. 27
z l, 2 86 6.308 5.923 6. 25
i 2:lJ 3/ 6.367 5.922 6. 24 I
, 312b f_ 6.3J5 5.92;_ 6. 22
, 4:30 _) 6.303 3.919 6. 21
I _",4._ ')' 6.302 5.917 6. 19
i 6:o9 91 6.3':0 5.915 6. I_ I
I U:l_J 92 6.298 5.914 6. 16
: 9. ,_2 9,:I 6. 297 5. 912 6. I 5
i2.J:33 94 6.295 5.911 6. 13 i
:21:45 9_ 6.293 5.9,J9 6. 12 I
122z56 9, 6.292 5.947 6. 15_
124: ,_ 91 6.29!9 5.9'56 6. @9 " I
12b119 9; 6.289 5.9;35 6. ID7 i
Id6:3,,, 99 6.2t57 5.9J3 6. _15
t27,42 J# 6.2_5 5.941 6. ;J4
i:]P_sb:;1 ;JI 6.284 5.9 )O 6. g3
Id/_: :_ ,,2 6.2L_2 :J._98 6. '41
:31 : 16 J 6.2G_J 9, ._'27 6. 15.)
_J2:27 J4 6.279 5, ;_95 6.d9d
15313.9 _.__ 6.211 "5,894 6. _J97
13415 J _S 6.276 5.892 6.095
i36s 2 _7 6.274 5.891 6.g93
s37i 13 _8 6.272 5. 889 6.Z92
i38s24 09 6.270 5.q87 6.090






SCIfl_ULg B (contd) :
f
| 313_I1977 L)RIVING CYCLE SIffULATION TEST, PAGE# 3t
TIME CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
*41_s4/ I I 6.267 5.894 6.087 i_
z41 : 5,9 12 6. 266 5._83 6. @86
s43sl_ 13 6.264 5.881 6.284 _:
: s44,22 14 6.262 5.880 6.082 _
s45, _j I_ 6.261 5.827 6.981 s
z46, 44 IJ 6.259 5.876 6._79
:47:50 17 6.2u7 5.874 6.;a78
z_,#- 7 Id 5.256 5.873 6. Z)76 !
zbr_:19 19 6.254 5.870 6.275
sSIs3J 2J 6.253 5.869 6.J73
:b2z41 21 6,251 5.867 6._72
z53,53 22 6.249 5.866 6. _7g
,_5:4 23 6.247 5.865 6._)68
"'_6:16 2! 6.246 5.863 6.367
' t07:27 25 6.2_4 5.861 6._65
"bS,3d 26 6.243 5.86@ 6.064
,59,5 ) 21 6.241 5.858 6._62
2, I, I 2J 6.239 b.8_6 6.961
2= 2:13 22 6.238 5.g54 6,_59
2, 3:24 3J 6.236 5.833 5.45U
2:4,35 31 6.235 5.851 6.256
is b:41 32 6.233 5.858 6.054
2:o.'b3 33 6.23l 5.849 6.053
2: 8"I > 34 6.230 5.846 6.@54
; 2s 9,21 36 6.228 5.845 6.@49
2_,1Wz33 36 6.226 5.843 6.248 f
2 I l 1z 44 37 6. 225 5.841 6. @46 %.
2,12,55 3d 6.223 5.840 6.945
12114, _ 3) 6.221 5.838 6.'243
12|15" Id 49 6.22_ 5.836 6.@42
12s16,34 41 6.218 5.835 6.@4_
" 12:17z41 42 6.216 5.834 6.J39
12,lo,_2 43 6.215 5.831 6._J37
I 212_J, 4 44 6.2l 4 5.83_ 6._J35 :
12t21,1b 43 6.212 5.8,27 6. v]34 .#
12, ]2i2/ .l_ 6.21_5 _.d26 6.332
12,23:3d 4/ 6.2_09 6.825 6.331
12_24,49 4'J 6.2._7 5.823 6.'429
2=26" I 4V 6.2_5 5. 822 6.228
: 2121,12 5_ 6.2_'J4 5.82_J 6.@26
2:23:24 bl 6.2,)2 5.817 6._)24
2:29,35 52 6.2_I 5.816 6. )23
213!'J: 46 5{ 6.199 5._14 6. :J21
2131,bd 5-i 6.197 5.813 6._2_ { _.
.>=.13, `9 5u 6.196 5.812 6.318 {
2t34,21 53 6.1_4 5.81 (4 6.317
2t35z32 5/ 6. 193 5.8_8 6. _II 5
2s36, 43 bd 6.191 5.9)6 6.313
2iJT:Ju 3) 6. U_) _.8,)5 6.312
213V, ,5 6J 6. _7 5.8_3 6._IIg
2t41t29 62 6. 85 5.8:,!0 6. Z27
2t42_41 163 6. 83 5.798 6.ZB5
2,43152 164 6. 81 5.797 6.3{}4
2t45t 3 165 6.180 5.795 6.'4_3
1977025649-059







: 313011977 DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# 4
; TIME CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
2s46s15 66 6. 78 5.793 6.001
: 2 s47s26 67 6. 76 5.791 5.999
2 z48"38 68 6. 75 5.790 5.998
2s49z49 69 6. 73 5.788 5.996
2s51," 2_ 7_ 6. 72 5.7d6 5.994 ,"
: 2zu2" 12 71 6. "/_g 5.7d4 5.993
Zs53" 23 72 6. 66 5.783 5.991
21o4:3_ 7o 6./67 5. I31 5.)89
2:35"46 74 6. 65 5.719 5.9R8
2z56:_d 7_ 6. 64 5.778 5.986
2t58z 9 76 6. 62 5.776 5.985
2z_gz2J 71 6. 6_ 5.774 5.983
3z J:32 75 6. 59 5.772 5.981
• 1"4_ 7V 6. 57 5.77v) 5.980
3z 2s55 6) 6. 35 5.769 5.978 !
jl 4" 6 81 6. 54 5.766 5.976
13: '"•II d2 6. 52 5.765 5.975
13: 6"2_ _3 6. 5f_ 5.762 5.973
13: 7i4_ 84 6. 49 5.761 5.972
i 13:t_:52 _, _ 6. 47 5.7u9 5.979
_ lji :_:3 _5c, 6. 45 5.757 5.968
15 i I:14 S# 6. 44 5.765 5.966
1.5:2:26 _ 6. 42 5.754 5.964
13i 3:37 89 6. 41 5.792 5.963 7
+ IJ: 4"49 9_ 6. 39 5.7_0 5.961 4:
13i 6i g 91 6. 37 5.748 5,969
131 7: II 92 6.136 5.747 5.958
13s 8= 23 93 6.134 5.742 5.956
131 9134 94 6.132 5.742 5,954
1312_146 95 6.131 5.74_ 5.953
13121157 96 6.129 5.738 5.951 _ ;
13t23" '3 97 6.127 5.737 5.949
I 3 t2412_J 9'J 6. 126 5.734 5.948 °
I _t2bz31 99 6.124 5.732 5.946
1312614b 2 ; 6. 23 5.731 5.944 ,:
la: !71b4 2_1 6. 21 5.729 5.943 ,'<
I Ji2vl (j 2_2 6. 9 3.726 5,941
1313_)I17 2,,3 6. 7 5.725 5.939
13131 i28 2_4 6. 6 5. 723 5.937
3t32_ 4'J 2d3 6. 4 5.721 5.935
31 _jI51 2_05 6. 3 5.719 5.933
31351 3 2u/ 6. l 5.716 5.932
5:30114 2dJ 6. l_J9 b.715 5.930
3157125 2o9 6.1_8 5.713 5.928
313b137 21 J 6.156 5.71l 5.926
315914d 211 6.1_4 5.7_9 5.925
3141i 'J 212 6.183 5.7,47 5.923
3142sll 213 _.]DI 5.7,_5 5.921
3i43s27 214 6.C099 5.793 5.92_4
,JlA41 j-I 2lJ 6..J90 5.702 5.918
314b14_ 21 _ 6._J96 5,699 5,916
31,16s57 217 6._b94 5.696 5,913
JI4'{s u "21d 6.092 5,694 5.911
3149119 219 6,091 5.691 5.9(39





; i SCHEDULEB (contd)
i 3/30/1977 DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# 5
!
i TIME CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O,C.V. o
! 3t51:42 221 6.087 5.687 5.905 _ ._
3s52:54 222 6.086 5.685 5.904 i ;_3:54:5 223 6.084 5.6,1:13 5.9@2
3155:17 224 6.082 5.681 5.908
; 3s36.23 225 6.@81 5.677 5.898
3157:39 226 6._J79 5.677 5.896 #
3:58:51 221 6._77 5.674 5.894
4: ;0:2 223 6._75 5.572 5.893 _'
4:1:14 22W 6.074 5.67_ 5.891
" 4:2:25 23,') 6._72 5.668 5.989
4S 3:36 231 6.070 5.665 5.'387
4 : 4 : 4d 232 6. _68 5. 663 5. ,385
, _ 4:5:59 233 6. f_67 5.661 5.883
4: 7:11 234 6.L565 5.659 5. 381
4:_:22 235 6._63 5.656 5.879
4:9:33 236 6._61 5.654 5.8.77
4l J_9:45 23l 6.(96_ 5.652 5.875
4:11:56 233 6.£958 5.650 5.873
14:13: d 23v 6._56 5.647 5.872
14114:19 244 6._355 5.645 5.87',# o
14:15:3l 241 6.853 5.643 5.868
14:16:42 242 6._51 5.64Z 5.866 _
" ,' 14:17:53 243 6._49 5.638 5.864 i
14:19:'5 24 `4- ,5.k_47 5.635 5.862 ! .:
14:2(,: 15 24) _,. _46 5.633 5.86'I ; ;
; 4:21:23 240 6.Z44 5.631 5.858 i
4:22:3P 247 6.842 5.629 5.856
4:23| b_J 24d 6. _4¢J 5.625 5.854
4t25:2 24) 6.839 5.624 5.85i
i 4:26s13 254 6.037 5.621 5.849
4:27s2b 251 6._35 5.619 5.847
', 4:28:36 252 6.033 5.616 5.845
, 4:29s41 253 6._32 5.614 5.843
' 4:3_o:59 254 6.(&3_ 5.611 5.841
4_32:1J 25:_ 6._28 5.6')9 5.839
4:33:22 25o 6._26 5.6J6 5.837
1:34:33 2DI 6. vJ24 u.6')4 5.335
4:35: '' 2_,_ 6. <,23 5.6'31 5. '332
4sJ6t56 25:_ 6.v#21 5.5V8 5.831
4i38: / 26,J 6.819 5.596 5.829
4:39:1,2 261 6.'_I7 5.5'94 5.827
,i:4_: _u 262 6. _ol5 5.591 5.824
4:41:42 26J 6.f_13 5.538 5.321
4:42:b3 261, 6.,_1 2 :5.584 5.,-319
4:_4_ 4 263 6._1_ 5.582 5.816
.$:45:16 25o 6. '4_8 5.579 5.814
4s46:27 26/ 6.g_6 5.576 5.811 __
4s47:39 263 6. :_v)4 5.5/3 5.3_9
4t4_sb _ 26V 6.c_;2 5.57_J 5.8_7
4:b J: I 21,: 6. !_W 5.567 5.8,_5
4::51 : 13 271 5.998 5.565 5. J_J3
4:J2:24 272 5.996 5.562 5.8'_
41'53:3o 273 5.994 5.5_9 5.798
4tu4t4/ 2"/4 5.992 5.556 5.796






" 313bI1977 DRIVING CYCLE S:MULATION TEST, PAGE# 6
TI ?,,IL: CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
¢ 4s57z Id 275 5.9R8 5.550 5.791
4sB8z21 277 5.987 5.548 5.788
; 4t59z33 27_ 5.985 5.545 5.786
51 _J144 279 5.983 5.541 5.784
5l Is56 28J 5.981 5.539 5.781
5z 3:7 281 5.973 5.536 5. 779
5z 4:Id 282 5.977 5.533 5.776
:)" 5:3_ 283 5.975 5.530 5. 774
: 5" 6:41 284 5.973 5.528 5.771
b: 7:33 2d9 5._71 5.523 5.769
: .9: V: 4 26) 5.969 3.52'# 5.7#,6
/ #: _:Ib 2u/ 5.966 5.517 5.764
5:1:27 283 5.965 b.514 5.761
: _: 2:30 2o) 5.962 5.510 5.759
5:3"b3 2WJ 5.9663 5.5@7 5.756
'_" 5: I 2VI 5.958 5.5_4 5.753
_ 5' o'12 292 .5.956 5.5;_8 5.751
5:7:24 2'23 5.954 5.497 5.748
_." b:35 2_4 5.952 5.493 5.745
u" W:47 2_93 5.95_9 3.4P_ 5.742
: _I ;),5_ 299 5.947 5.486 5.739
_,+)"_._.9 _._u[ 5.945 5.433 5.737
_ :5:?.3:21 295 5.943 5.479 5.734
_J:24:.52 2.,'W :5.941 ::,.476 5.731
,'2b: !4 3 :3. VJ_ 5.472 5.72"';
J:26; )_ J,_l 5.937 :5.468 5.725
J'_d= / 3.;, _ 5.934 5.465 5.722
: 5=29,18 3_J 5.932 5.462 5.719
u.'3v_=2 ) 3d4 5.93_ 5.457 5.716
5=31=41 3v_5 5.927 5.454 5.713
5=32=52 3,9,f 5.925 5.449 5.71¢J
:),34:4 341 5.923 5.445 5.7c_6
5"35.15 3v'J 5.92_ 5.44l 5.7¢_3
bt36=26 3g-) 5.918 5.436 5.77J0
b.JT:3d 31J 5.916 5.432 5.697
9"3b:49 ,_II 5._13 5.427 5.693
u 1,1.d: I 3 t 2 u. 91 _J _ • 423 5.69,/'
_,= ";I : 1,-_ 31J b. 9,)5 :). I1) 6.6']5
u,42;2J .514 5.9'd6 5.414 5.683
bs43:3b 31u 5. Y_)3 5.41 i8 5.679
L_=t4,46 Jib 5.9)0 5.495 5.676
2"_5."b i 31/ 5. ;tVE_ 5.4JI 5.672
,',l I. v Jl_ L3"_J95 9.396 5.663
: D:lo:2, 31) b._::;92 5.3,21 5.664
,_,.;9:32 ,32 5._gv_ 5.346 5.661
15:5,,_: 43 321 5. ;;[_7 5.381 5.657
15.:)1 :;o 322 5. S[;4 5.3/5 5.553
: I _tb3: 32_ 5. ;;dl 5.37d 5.6t9
IbtL)4:17 324 5.:_1_ 5.305 5.5a5
_:,= ,5:22 32_ 5. i_75 5.3),,) 5.6,;I
I :),-,6t. 4 , 32,) 5.;572 5.354 '5.636
: I__, _7:_2 J2/ 5.87( _ 5.348 5.631
lul:)_l 3 32 ; 5.866 5.341 5.626
lol '_II I u 32'-) 5.8,63 q,. 136 5.621





' 3/3_/1977 L)RIVINO C_CLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# 7
TIME CYCLE 5.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
' L 16s 2s37 331 5.857 5.322 5.6!1
< 15s 3s49 332 5.853 5.316 5.606
16t 5s 0 333 5_850 5.309 5.6ZI
r ] 6 _ 6S)2 334 5"846 5"392 5"596
' 16S 7S23 335 5"843 5"295 5"591
J6S 8S34 336 5"839 5"2_38 5"585
16S 9S46 337 5"835 5"280 5"580
' IOsl_s57 335 5.831 5.272 5.574
• 15s12J 9 33,9 5.827 5.264 5.568
16s13s2A 34_ 5.823 5.255 5.561
16z14s31 34l 5.819 5.247 5.555
16815x43 342 5.814 5.238 5.549
• 16s16z54 343 5.81_ 5.228 5.542
16zl8_ 6 344 5.8(_ 5 3.219 5.535
16slgsli 345 5.8_Z 5.2_9 5.528
: I 6s2@s2d 346 5.795 5. 198 5.519
16s21z4vJ 347 5.798 5.1d5 5.509
16z22tSi 345 5.7_5 5.172 5.5r_O
16s24z 3 34,9 5.779 5.159 5.499
16_25"14 35:} 5.773 5.145 5.48c,_
I6s26"26 351 5.767 5. 130 5.469
loz27s37 352 5.76@ 5.114 5.458
", 16_23_43 353 5.753 5.097 5.446
6s3(_z ;O 354 5./46 5.0/9 5.433
:=, o:31"II. 35b 5.738 5.Z59 5.419
! uz32z23 355 5.729 5.2)36 5.4@4
• 6133134 357 5.72! 5.@! ! 5.387
6s34z45 358 5.711 4.954 5.369
6135157 35%; 5.701 4.954 5.349
01371 8 36_9 5.698 4.916 5.324
. 613812_9 361 5.677 4.868 5.293
6139t31 362 5.6(54 4.8@7 5.255 } ;.
684_142 363 5.648 4.715 5.2_,_4 _ :
6t41s54 364 5.630 4.551 5.123 _ ,
r_
6t43= 5 365 5.609 4.267 4.962
.: ozt4ll( 360 5.58@ 3.932 4.715
Oz45z2J 36/ 5.542 3.612 4.472
• 6s46z3_ 36_ .5.498 3.264 4.229
5s47t51 36') 5.442 2.763 3.914
• EJ'_ VOI fAJd IS LESS FHA4 OR EQUAL TO VOLTAGE LI_IIT ***e-TEST TfOPPED****,_
A-3.?






3/23/1977 DRIVING CYCLE 51,'4ULATI OH TEST, PAGE# I
TI ''c... CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
0:39:33 I 6.825 5.718 6. 31
dI4,.Oz b9 2 6.421 5.646 6. 24
dz42s19 3 6.421 5.658 6. 33
ds43s39 4 6.426 5.663 6. 37
8:45s _4 b 6.427 5.666 6. 40 ,
_z46s2id 6 6.426 5. 668 6. 4_0
o:47:4_ 7 6.424 5.668 6. 4Z
_s49: _ 8 6.421 5.668 6. 39
6s5gs21 9 6.4]8 5.668 6. 37
diblx41 /J 6.415 5.666 6. 35
8s53s 1 I 6.412 5.665 6. 33
o:54z _2 2 6.4_9 5.663 6. 31
d : b5I/.2 3 6.406 5.662 6. 30
_s57s 2 4 6.4to2 5.d,59 6. 28
-_ibex; J 6.3)9 5.639 6. 26
d'b#:43 o 6.3%)6 5.657 6. 24
v: l: b I 6.393 5.655 6. 23
v" 2:23 _ 6.3_ 5.663 6. 24
9z 3:43 9 6.387 5.662 6. 18
; 9s 5:4 2a 6.384 5.649 6. 16
9_ 6_24 21 6.382 5.648 6. 15
#z 7:44 22 6.379 5.646 6. 13
9: ): 5 23 6.376 5.644 6. I',_
qs 5_,2_ 24 6.373 5.641 6. _8
: vz I z45 25 6.37_ 5.639 6. J6
,,,i 3_ 5 20 6.367 5.638 O. g5
.jl 4:'c) 2/ 6.364 5.636 6. _J3
t
_z b=4o 2d 6.362 5.634 6. Gv)
91 7:6 2_ 6.359 5.631 6._97
_i 0:2/ 3,J 6.356 5.628 6.b95
, _: 914/ 31 6.363 5.626 6._92
_i21 i 7 32 6.35_ 9.623 6.090
_122:27 33 6.347 5.620 6.0_ 7
yt23z¢,s 34 6.344 5.619 6.,9[, :
91251 8 3b 6.341 5.616 6. gBz
_I26:2,_ 36 6.338 _.613 6.08so
;z,!l'4v 31 6.335 5.612 6.,078
,)12 91 9 3b 6.3,_3 "5.6)9 6. z)76
)I3;_:29 39 6.33_ 0.6J7 6. z)73
'/:hi 1l_ 4 J 6.327 5.6;_4 6. 471
<#l._,31 1 J 41 5.324 5.6,J2 6._69
)13413J 42 6.321 5.6 )_J 6.J66
913biu; 45 6.318 5.597 6.364
9_37-'11 44 6.315 5.594 6.362
)13L_I 51 4u 6,312 5.592 6._6d
9=39=bl 46 6.31Z 5.5d9 6.357
_141111 4/ 6.3_}7 6.587 6._54
_,'_42z32 44 6.3d4 5.584 6.451
_,143ib2 4') 6.3ZI 5.581 6.,_48
9i45112 ':,3 6.298 5.516 6.045
9_46_3J bl 6.295 5.5/5 6.043
,_14 lib3 b2 6.2_2 5.573 6. d4;J
vi4_: 13 b3 6.269 5.570 6.038
_'iu/j134 54 6.2_7 5.5,57 6. 'd35
) I _ I i :)4 5:, 6.2_4 5 • 564 6. (4,33
A-38




3123/1977 DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# 2
TIME CYCLE 5.O.A.V. E.O.A.Y. E.O.C.V.
9s53s14 56 6.281 5.562 6.030
9=54s34 57 6.278 5.959 6.1_28
9=55s55 58 6.275 5.556 6.025
9s57s15 59 6.272 5.553 6.2t22
9=58s35 69 6.269 5.55(_ 6._20
9s59s56 61 6.266 5.547 6.017
_s Isi6 62 6.263 5.544 6._!5
[_s 2=36 63 6.261 5.54_ 6._13
' _s 3s56 64 6.258 5.539 6.010
_s 5s17 65 6.255 5.535 6. g_7
_i 6s37 66 6.252 5.532 6.003
Js 7s57 67 6.249 5. 529 6. _0
_s 9*ld 6d 6.246 5.525 5.997
_s t _s38 69 6.243 5.522 5.995
vJsJ 1=58 7_ 6.240 5.519 5.992
_Jsl3s 18 71 6.238 5.515 5.989
_s14s39 72 6.235 5.512 5.987
_sl5=59 73 6.232 5.510 5.983
d=lTsl) 74 6.229 5.5_6 5.981
_.. 18=4_ 75 6.226 5.5_2 5.978
v}1201 'a 76 6.223 5.5_0 5.976
_)s2l s2_a 77 6.220 5.496 5.973
,_s22=4_ 7d 6.217 5.492 5.970
_s24= I 79 6.214 5.489 5.967
_as25s21 8vJ 6.2J I 5.485 5.964
_t26=41 81 6.208 5.482 5.962
_s28s 2 82 6.2_6 5.478 5.959
_s29= 22 83 6.203 5.475 5.956
Os3Z=42 84 6.2¢_0 5.471 5.952
_s32s 2 85 6. 97 5.467 5.949
_Js33s 23 86 6. 94 5.463 5.945
_)sJ4s43 87 6. 91 5.459 5.942
J_36= 3 _,_ 6. 88 5.454 5.939
_1371 24 89 6. 85 5.451 5.936
vj 138144 QJ 6. 82 5.447 5.933
_S4_S 4 91 6. 79 5.443 5.93Z
d=41 =24 92 6. 76 5.439 5.927
" _s42145 93 6. 73 5.434 5.923
_144s 5 94 6. 7_ 5.43@ 5.921
vJ1451 25 9J 6. 67 5.427 5.917
t_146=46 96 6. 64 5.422 5.9i4
VJ_48= 6 97 6. 61 5.418 5.911
_149=26 9d 6. 58 5.414 5.9_8
t'/151d= 46 9_ 6. 55 5.410 5. _z_5
0=52= 7 (4;0 6. 52 5.4_5 5.902
_Ib3s21 _1 6. 49 5.4_1 5.899
_b4147 _2 6. 46 :5.396 5.895
_=56¢ 8 d3 6. 43 5.391 5.89:_
ds57s28 _4 6. 40 5.386 5.887
<}e58_48 kP5 6. 137 5.375 5.883
II 0l 9 _6 6. 134 5.376 5.880
I_ Is29 07 6.131 5.371 5.876
I _ 2149 08 6.128 5.366 5.873
Is 4s 9 _d_ 6.125 5.361 5,879





3/23/1977 I)F(IVINGCYCLE SIMULATION TEST, P_GE# 3
'fT_4E CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. _.O.C.V.
s 6_bO II 6, ll9 5,361 5,962
z 8sl:_ 12 6,115 5,346 5,858
.: ; 9:31 }3 6,112 5.3 5,855
zln. ol 14 6, l_9 5,3J6 5,851
12zll I_ 6,i_6 5,33_ 5.848
}3:32 16 6.1_J3 5,325 5,844
14sb2 I / 6. |:1_ 5.32Z b, 84z_
tl6sl2 IJ 6,_96 5,314 5,837
' *I 7_32 I.) 6.993 5.3Z9 5.933
¢18:53 2_ 6,09g 5.303 5.828
t;!b:I.5 21 6._o87 5.296 5,824
s ..'1 s _3 22 6,_)64 5.2e;9 5,319
:_,2.s t_4 12a 6._OB_O 5.234 5,815
:2,_: 14 124 6._77 3,P/-t b,81_
2u.54 120 6._74 b,211 5.806
:2,1= _4 12 ) 6.{J7_ 6.26b 5,802
" ",'J, : i -, I 2 t 6. _67 5 • 269 5 • 798
:ZVi JU 12_ c!, _Z63 5,232 b.793
' i ,_;,;i :_'.._ 12") 6.v)6_J a.244 5.7',_8
=32:lo 13,; 6,056 5,238 5,784
_.3¢36 131 6._$53 5,231 5,779
_34:b6 13,Z 6.049 5,223 5,]74
sj6z 16 33 6._46 5,21 6 5.779
s37"37 3l 6._442 5,249 5,765
:3o:vl 3"_ 6. v_38 5.2JI 5.76_
_4_ I 1 30 6.#35 b. 193 5.755
r 141 "3d 31 6. _.'_31 5. |85 5.75J
._, =42:54 3_ 6,_27 3, I )6 5./43
= _ I,_ 3) 6, ;;23 b,157 5,737
:4m: J,, 4 , 6.:_I 9 6.13d b.13,;
_46169 41 6,_}15 5. 148 5,724
• 14_I |Y 4J 6.011 b.|38 5.71_
|49132 4J 6,:t07 5. 127 5,711
=bit ) 44 6.¢_,03 5. lIB 5.7@4
I')2=2,J 4u 5.99W 3.1}6 5.598
IL_3: 4,_ 4') 5,0"4 "3.V)-25 5.691
I ,hi ,_ 47 5.Vd9 5._453 5,583
t06:2} 40 5.9_5 5.d/I 5.676
IbT=,1.1 4,9 5.V['O 5.4J_15 5.667
I'jVI I b,) 9°9?5 5._44 5.659
Zl L_122 bl b. 97(4 5.:93@ 5.65_
21 I142 Y>. 9.904 ). }15 5,641 _
2; J: 2 u3 5.999 5. 'L')I 5.631
12_ 4t23 54 5._3 4.gdb 5.622
121 5143 53 5.947 4.91V_ 5.612
12, 7,3 150 5,94l 4,965 5.602 ,_Ok_'_ _'_I*(_'_''..,',;I_%1_lit 6_2J Ibl 934 37 59i_
12t 914.4 IbJ 5,928 4.92g 5,579 "_v"9_'_:
l,/llll 4 159 5.921 4.9J3 5,568 %ti_:3%N/_L _'llkOJ5 _ I"'
12si_.s24 IOJ 5.913 4, Bd5 5.557
12s13t45 16l 5.9k)6 4.868 5,547
: 12|15t u 162 5,898 4.8ul 5,535
I.,'116rib 163 5. _6_I 4.834 5.52b
12s} 1_4u Ioi 5. _b3 4,_315 5. Jl ',
I,'=IV= o I ,"__ 5,t_ 15 4.7"_7 5,543
A-3. II_
,(




3/23/1977 DRIVING CYCLE SIMULATION TEST, PAGE# 4
TIME CYCLE S.O.A.V. E.C. A.V. E.O.C.V.
2=2_=26 66 5.868 4.778 5.491
2=21 =46 67 5.860 4.758 5.479
2=23= 7 68 5.852 4.737 5.468
2=24=27 69 5.844 :.715 5.455 a
2=25=47 7',.9 5.836 4.690 5.442
2=27= d 71 5.827 4. 665 5.428
2=28=2d ;2 5.,318 4.639 5.413
2=2_= 4el 73 5.809 4.6_,_r8 5.397
' 2=31= 8 74 5.8_0 4.575 5.380
2=32=2 t) 75 5.790 4.538 5.362
2=33=49 76 5.78¢_ 4.496 5.341
2=35= _' I1 5.769 4.444 5.315
2=36=3J 7J 5.757 4.3df_ 5.287
2=37=5_ 1-2 5.745 4.296 5.253
2=39=!3 8J 5.730 4.177 5.211
2=40=3_ 81 5.715 3.9_e_ 5. 154
2t41=51 8;' 5.697 3.717 5.2168
2=43= II 83 5.677 3.357 4.932
2=44=31 84 5.652 2.895 4.718






3/22/Iv17 DHIVI,IG CYCLE SI_4ULATION TEST, PAGE_ I
T;q:. CY_JLE S.O.A.V. E.O.A.V. E.O.C.V.
Ji471 _3 I 6.706 :5.266 6. 054
di_jl ,) 2 6.442 5.2_5 6._54
dSD2s 5 3 6.432 5.293 6.Z47
us54Sll 4 6.417 5.286 6.038
dl56¢ 16 b 6.4_3 5.2]7 6. ;429
ltS_Ss 22 6 6.389 5. 268 6.Z21
Ys vii21 1 6.377 5.2"58 6.,_12
vl 2132 o 6.305 5.255 6. ,)03
_1 4_3q ) 6.3b3 3.238 5.995
: <di 6"43 I ) 6.342 5.227 5.986
91 d_4d II 6.332 5.217 5.97d
: ,_sl ,Jib4 12 6.321 5.2,34 5.96t
9112Ib) 13 6.311 5. 91 5.956
yl151 U 14 6.3;g 5. 79 5.946
,_sl-/_l,, 15 6.29£_ _. 65 5.936
)zlVi I:_ 16 6.279 5. 33 5.928
')s2_l 121 1 t 6.269 D. 493 5.918
_ )zPji2eJ Id 6.269 5. 25 5.9_6
#s2biJ2 I,) 6.248 5. g9 5.895
v121137 2,_ 6.238 5._93 5.884o
9s29s42 21 6.227 5.Q77 5.872
ys3114j 2:_ 5.216 5._6g 5.861
yz _3s5 _ 23 6.2_6 5.044 5,849
• q IJ5 l'__1 24 6. 145 5._28 5.838.
: )ljbi 4 23 6. Io4 5.;Jl_ 5.325
-J:4uI ,) 2o 6. 173 4,99_ 5._l I
• )s42_lb 2/ 6.162 4.969 5.798
_s44z2J 2o 6.160 4.95_ 5.784
yt461 2'2 29 6.139 4.928 5.771
9s48a31 3J 6.127 4.907 5.757
)15bl36 31 6. I15 4.934 5.742
)iu2:42 3.: 6. 153 4.660 5.726
2:_4;4t 3J 6._,91 4.834 5.799
{ ,)¢561b2 34 6.{5/8 4,8_7 5,_92
_ I'aHi _L:_ 3') 6._65 4,778 5,674
l?l I I 3 3) 6.VJ5l 4,749 5,657
I_i 3i 9 31 6,_37 4,717 5,637
IJI bill 3J 6._23 4.643 5.616
l;Jl /I 19 3"2 6,_){_8 4,643 5,592
I :_i _i29 4) 5.992 4._zJI 5.567
I,JlllCJJ 41 5. Y75 4.5_2 5.541
I J113135 42 5.958 4.5)_ 5.512
l,;llui,ll 43 5.938 4.438 5.48_
l_i1/i46 44 5.918 4.363 5.441
la119152 45 5.695 4.262 5,393
IL)I2IISI 4#) 5.868 4.125 5.343
IJI24i 2 41 "_. t_38 3.892 5°256
; ] 21261 d 4J 5,8,J2 3,291 5.14a
I lddilj 42 5.799 1.71b 4. Jl }
")% ;L)LfA,;C IS LESS I'IIA;4Oft EQUAL fO VOLrAGE LI,IIT *****TESE STOPPED***.-'
_., A-3.12
1977025649 068
